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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 4 Apr 2022
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

AS described in numerous other reviews.

The Lady:

Her profile on the HoD website describes her as being of mixed east Asian/Latin heritage, 30
something, 36D sized breasts, 1.58m tall and dress size 8 all of which seem entirely plausible to
me.

She's very pretty and speaks virtually fluent English with a slight accent. In appearance, she could
easily blend in with the local population in countries such as Peru and Mexico. In addition, she's
chatty and fun to be with. 

The Story:

In short, a truly superb punt.

The story behind this encounter goes back several weeks to when I was researching HoD's website
to decide who I wanted to see that day. My punting instincts were telling me to book Mixy but since
it had been a while since I had previously punted, the sensible side of me told me to play safe and
book a lady who I'd seen before and was certain to provide a guaranteed excellent experience
rather than gamble on someone I didn't know. Fate then decided to lend a hand when the maid
asked when I rang to book the engagement whether I would be interested in booking 2 ladies and
suggested that Mixy. I accepted her recommendation for a threesome and Mixy created such an
impression that she went straight on my must see again list. It took a little while though for our
availabilities to synchronise.

Fast forward to the latest encounter, Mixy exceeded my expectations. The session consisted of lots
of chat and plenty of laughter in between long bouts of dfk. Her dfk technique was exactly the way I
like with plenty of strong tongue action and plenty of enthusiasm. In fact, Mixy was highly
enthusiastic throughout our time together as if she was really enjoying herself. There was also owo,
69, frottage and intercourse. It was so good that I felt compelled to extend my original 45 minute
booking to 60.
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The finale was by mouth and unsurprisingly the climax was long and powerful. As I said before, it
was a truly superb punt.  
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